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Ephemeral 

Fine Art in the Spirit of October 

Gallery 66 NY is excited to host four exquisite shows at once throughout its 4 
exhibition spaces for the month of October with an Opening Reception on 
October 7th from 6-9 pm. 

Gallery A, we will feature a Trio of artists, Heidi Ettinger, Lisa Sheffer and Peter Cheney, who 
everyday create fine art works that embrace the “eerie” with a story to tell. In Gallery B we have 
the extraordinary hybrid works by Jay Friedenberg. In Gallery C we have the treasures unearthed 
and recombined by Galelyn Williams and in our Sculpture Garden we have more unearthly 
works by Peter Cheney. Our “Fine Art in the Spirit of October” exhibit runs thru October 31

st
. 

How appropriate! 
 
Heidi Ettinger 
Ancestor Masks 
The wax masks of Heidi Ettinger draw their inspirations from fragmentary hints left in Roman 
history. In ancient Rome, aristocratic families hired artists to create wax life masks (not death 
masks) of family members. These masks were hung in the families’ atriums in cupboards, then 
taken out upon the death of a family member and worn by actors as part of funeral processions. 
Wearing the masks, the actors would imitate the gait of the deceased, don replicas of their 
clothing, and thereby populate the lamentations with likenesses of past generations. Says Artist 
Heidi Ettinger, “I found this notion of the actual faces of past generations gazing down from the 
walls to observe succeeding generations a startling metaphor for the eternal influence of the 
past. There could be hundreds of ancestor in an ancient family, and the profound drama of seeing 
them all together at a funeral must have been disturbing and comforting all at once.”      

Ettinger has taken this notion of generations aging and crumbling, yet still influential, as the point 
of departure for this series. The ancient Romans would use red ribbons to indicate family 
relationships. Ettinger relates her works to the ancients by tying together these fragile wax 
masks with thread to show how bound we are to the past. No Roman masks exist today, and 
there are only fragments of writings survive describing these “imago”. Ettinger, “invents pieces of 
history, imaginary images of an ancient ritual, haunting and evocative. Perhaps the original 
masks, after centuries of display and parade, crumbled into fragments, like old family scrapbooks 
with their faded photographs.” 

Heidi is a three time Tony Award winner for set design and brings those award winning talents to 
her fine art series”. Gallery 66 NY is honored to represent and show her works. 
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Lisa Scheffer  
Creepy Dolls 
A graduate of F.I.T. in NYC. Lisa is an oil painter who has become obsessed with creepy looking 
dolls. Says, Lisa, “About 4 years ago I bought my first “creepy doll” in Austin, Texas. After that I 
became fascinated with them and I now have over 100 dolls including just heads and some body 
parts. I love the broken, cracked and chipped dolls that no one wants. My favorite dolls to 
reference for my paintings are Composition dolls from the 19th century. They are made out of a 
composite material composed of sawdust, glue, and other materials. They were popular because 
they were supposed to be unbreakable, compared to earlier dolls. If you saw my collection you 
would see that this did not hold up to be true over time, wear and tear.  My first “creepy doll” 
painting was of the first doll I bought which I named Scarlett, after my niece. I name all of my 
paintings after people I know, which makes my work more personal and fun matching painting 
with personality! When I paint portraits of the dolls I see imperfections like the cracks and coloring 
that I didn’t see when I first bought them. I started painting very realistic in style and really got into 
the details of the cracks and broken parts. I have been trying to paint a bit looser now. This year I 
started exploring other surfaces to paint on instead of just canvas while looking around at the flea 
markets. I am having fun trying the oil paints on different surfaces, textures and materials. 
Peter Cheney 
Skull Sculptures 
Peter Cheney currently lives and works in Nyack New York since 1995. A multifaceted artist, his 
work at 66 focuses mostly on his skull sculptures, which are the latest in a long series of 
eerie/macabre work inspired by the Halloween Season. These are wooden skulls carved from 
locally grown wood. There are also some paintings on wooden panels, and steel shovels, done 
with a mix of acrylic and latex paints.  

“Like most kids of all ages I love Halloween, the costumes, masks, cool clear air, and the post-
harvest time, that the rest of the World is preparing for until spring. Skulls have been a recurring 
theme for me for a long time, as with the rest of art history, they're a constant reminder of our own 
mortality, and for the most part they seem very cheerful. I don’t usually worry too much about how 
my art will affect others, but lately I have been playing with the idea of making deliberately 
shocking or offensive work that might hopefully get people to pay attention to the world.” 

Cheney has shown his work at the RoCA, Piermont Straus, participated in the Jackolantern Blaze 
a few years ago, and is in private collections.  

In Gallery B 
Jay Friedenberg 
Digital Impressionism 
Friedenberg is a landscape artist working in several media including pastels and digital 
photography. A resident of New York City, much of his work has focused on urban scenes 
including skyline and street views and natural landscapes from around the world, many of which 
are panoramic. His historical influences are from the Impressionists. Friedenberg utilizes the 
intensely saturated color and pointillist techniques of the old masters set in modern context. In 
keeping with the modern context, Friedenberg pushes his work including experimenting with 
modern digital effects often altering photos using computer software. As such, Jay considers 
himself a “Digital Impressionist”, blending both the old and the new. Much of his work can be 
considered a half-way point between painted images and photography, between the old and 
the new, and between the biological and the technical. 

Jay holds a Ph.D. in Cognitive Psychology from the University of Virginia where he studied visual 
perception. His research specialization is in empirical aesthetics, the scientific study of art and 
beauty. He has won multiple awards for his art.  

In Gallery C  
Galelyn Williams 
Family Portrait 



An award-winning artist, Galelyn Williams' work is about transformation, from the past, through 
the present. Her work mines others former treasures buried and forgotten. She uses lost and 
found objects and orphaned photographs of broken families to re-build the structure of their lives. 
This unearthing creates a narrative, rich, strange, unsettling and new.  

Williams takes old photographs and paints or draws fanciful and sometimes dark imagery over 
them, imagining a dream life or a different identity for the people in the pictures. She says she 
collected the photographs long before she ever thought of using them for art. She does not start 
with a specific plan for each piece, but instead uses her “intuition and the inspiration of dreams 
and myths,” as she has put it, to create each piece. 
 
Williams also assembles found objects and ephemera into sculptures. Her approach to three-
dimensional work is the same as it is for two dimensional work. She never knows how a piece will 
turn out when she begins. For her, every piece is an act of discovery or the answer to a riddle. 
“When I make myself laugh or spook myself,” says Williams, “I know I’ve hit upon a good idea.” 

Williams’ work is in private and public collections, including the Crocker Art Museum in 
Sacramento, California, the American West’s oldest art museum.  
 

Exhibits will be on view from Oct 7
th
 through Oct. 30

th
,  with an opening reception with artists on 

Friday, Oct. 7th from 6-9 pm.  The gallery’s regular hours are Friday through Sunday, 12 pm to 6 
pm.  Gallery 66 NY is located at 66 Main St., Cold Spring, NY.  For more information call 845-
809-5838, or visit us at www.gallery66ny.com .  Event is free. 
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